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BORDERS IN THE MIND CORE CONCEPTS:

● Our discovery events  give voice to the lesser 
told stories of cities, through the discovery of 
local neighbourhoods. 

● We explore, challenge and reflect on the concept 
of borders that are present in European cities. 

● We aim to open channels of communication and 
understanding  between visitors and locals.



KEY OUTPUTS OF THE PROJECT
          O1- TEMPLATE FOR COMMUNITY BASED LEARNING PROJECTS 

Building a model of how to recruit and interact within communities, using digital 

technologies to explore identities and heritage. 

O2- A MODEL FOR EUROPEAN ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN SOCIAL / CULTURAL FIELD 

             The project aims towards dynamic self-employment  and entrepreneurship driven by                      

              cultural heritage. 

O3- DISCOVERY AND CULTURAL HERITAGE 

Training in how to audit the cultural heritage in your community, collecting the stories of 

communities and uploading them onto a digital mapping tool. 

O4- DIGITAL TOOLBOX AND HANDBOOK 

A web based platform where Discovery Events are stored and shared. Guidance on 

entrepreneurship and how to turn discovery events and their associated teams into a 

business opportunity. 



AN ERASMUS + PROJECT
KEY ACTIONS is the collective name for projects that can be funded under Erasmus+, there 

are 3 key actions (KA1, KA2, KA3).

Borders in the Mind comes under…

KA2- Cooperation for Innovation and the exchange of good practices

The projects funded under this Key Action will focus on sharing, developing and 

transferring innovative practices in education, training and youth provision between 

participating countries. 

KA204-Strategic Partnerships for Adult Education 

Improving and extending the offer of high quality learning opportunities tailored to 

individual adult learners.



PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS
INTERACTING THEATRE COMPANY - MADRID, SPAIN 

THE NERVE CENTRE - BELFAST, N. IRELAND 

EURASIA NET - MARSEILLE, FRANCE

CHAIN FOUNDATION - NETHERLANDS

YOUTH CENTER OF EPIRUS -GREECE

EURO NET - POTENZA, ITALY

YOUTH POWER - NICOSIA, CYPRUS 



Transnational Project Meetings
● Derry and Belfast - June 2019

● Madrid - Sept 2019

● Marseille - Oct 2019

● Madrid - January 2020

● Greece - Scheduled May 2020

● Italy - Scheduled Sept 2020

● Cyprus - Scheduled Nov 2020



Transnational Project Meetings 
∙ The meetings have contributed to a 

creation of discovery event template, 

that can then be implemented in any 

region or country, using different 

themes, histories and borders. 

∙The International exchange of best 

practices from each organisation,  and the 

direct opportunity to discover cultural 

heritage of different cities has inspired and 

enhanced the outcomes of the project.



Discovery Event Creation Process….

1. Research areas of cultural heritage 

2. Scope and map out areas for the discovery

3. Use digital tools to create the event 

4. Trial the event - using different landmarks, tasks and 
neighbourhoods



THE IMPORTANCE OF MAPPING 
CULTURAL HERITAGE….
● Enhancing the visual identity of a community and creating a 

sense of place;

● Keeping local history alive and connected to contemporary life;

● Reinvigorating a sense of community pride;

● Making visiting the area a more attractive, active experience;

● Discovering local cultural heritage otherwise hidden or half 
forgotten.



Cultural Heritage sites may 
include...
∙ Archaeological sites

∙Routes and pathways relevant to historical events

∙Borders and checkpoints

∙Military sites and battlefields

∙Historic Buildings and sites

∙Local history – e.g famous people, writers, artists, etc

∙Murals, sculptures and public artworks 

∙Political sites and events



Creating the discovery event
After you have...
● Identified neighbourhood boundaries 
● Researched locations of interest 
● Collected stories and information 
● Decided on a theme for the event
●

You can then compose a STORYBOARD OF EXPERIENCE… 
● Which digital tools should be used to create the best 

experience for the user? 
● How will the experience will be played out both ON and 

OFF their device?
● Will the itinerary for the tour be predetermined or their own 

route? How will an online map aid this? 



Using Digital Tools to create a discovery 
event
Digital tools can include:

● Apps and software accessed through
 phones or tablets during the discovery. 

● Digital maps or google maps.
● Websites.

You could use digital tools to:

● Guide your users from point to point. 
● Provide the narrator or guide role in the experience. 
● Convey information at each point of interest.



Trialling the Discovery Events
● At each international meeting, we have taken the 

opportunity to trial a discovery event created by the hosting 

organisation.

● In Madrid, we have hosted the discovery event with groups 

of teachers from across Europe, trialling it in three different 

neighbourhoods. We are looking to expand into a wider 

range of clients - ie. for schools and the general public. 

● We take the time to evaluate and suggest improvements for 

the discovery, helping us to come closer to our final goal.



MALSANA DISCOVERY EVENT - MADRID 
● Themed around ‘La Movida’ - 

characters included ‘Stinky Pete’ the 

punk, ‘Simon the Plumber’, and ‘two 

lost exchange students’ from the UK.

● The discovery used actors to play the 

characters, who encouraged 

participants to visit sites of cultural 

heritage.

● Participants had tasks that required 

interaction with local people. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1_mrsatFK4mMG4L8rj-w4yI6GptWW6K00/preview


LAVAPIES DISCOVERY EVENT - MADRID 
● Focused on discovering sites of 

cultural heritage using a digital map.

● Each group explored around a different 

metro station in the neighbourhood, 

interacting with locals and recording 

experiences.

● Participants congregated at the end to  

reflect on the poem ‘Summer of 1969 

by Seamus Heaney’ , they were asked 

to  recreate his experience of the 

neighbourhood. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1fQ_Q63dGshyakukeadQFwYOUcQ65rY8A/preview


Seamus Heaney - Summer of 1969



QUINTANA DISCOVERY EVENT - MADRID 
● Using a less-known, un-touristy area 

for the discovery for participants to 

explore a new experience.

● ‘Barrio Bingo’ - had to tick off as many 

tasks as possible. 

● Tasks included visiting local services 

and residents, such as a bakery, 

boxing gym and traditional quilt 

making shop. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1uPjTfoQIVqNTMhQugtlPcpzBey3c9Inm/preview


For future discoveries we are looking to...
● Innovate, adapt and advance the technology, 

routes and sites of cultural heritage.

● Collaborate with local groups, using the 

discovery to support a cause, or means for 

learning, ie. school children documenting ‘The 

history of Retiro Park’ or a  discovery fundraiser 

to repair an ancient building.

● Finalise a discovery template that can be 

implemented in different settings, so that the 

discovery can be adapted to any circumstance. 



Our three main areas for innovation are….
1. Neighbourhoods - Working alongside 

local societies to acknowledge and 

preserve important sites of cultural 

heritage and local businesses. 

2. Schools - Guided school tours created by 

pupils, eg. ‘what does it mean to be a 

school citizen?’

3. Subject areas - Pupils can create their 

own discoveries using a template to test 

their subject knowledge.


